**Special Thanks to the Friends of UA Libraries**

The University of Arizona Music and Architecture Libraries have been combined to form the Fine Arts Library on the 2nd Floor of the Music Building. The furniture that was being used by students was basically a compilation of the old furniture from these libraries. It needed to be renewed to provide an inviting research and study location for users, particularly as the Fine Arts Library is an operations prototype for the North Campus Library. The Friends of UA Libraries raised funds to purchase the following furnishing upgrades for the Fine Arts Library totaling almost $58,000:

- Wood Desks: 8
- Periodical Shelving: 1

**Study Room Seating**

- Chairs - Open Back: 5
- Study Room Seating Chair - Full Back: 5
- KI Study Carrels: 15
- Jenny Armless Chair: 9
- Jenny Corner Unit: 1
- Jenny 2 Armed Chair: 2
- Study Table 36x72: 4
- Jenny Ottoman: 4
- Piretti Chairs: 38
- Fabric: 28

In addition to providing funds to refurbishing new study tables, periodical shelves, study carrels, group study room chairs, lounge chairs, and easy chairs, the Friends of UA Libraries purchased research materials to benefit our students and faculty in the 2006-07 fiscal year:

- The Classical Scores Library Online
- The Gale Virtual Reference Library Online
- The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music Online
- The ACS Reagent Chemicals Handbook Online
- The Encyclopedia of Modern Optics Online
- The Encyclopedia of Quaternary Science